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Alert Vigilantes Capture 5 Dragons Victims Given Famous U-C Haircut

They Got A Haircut

Dr. Eugene H. Miller, who recently returned from Japan, will speak this Wednesday evening in the auditorium. A former instructor at the University of Tokyo, Dr. Miller was formerly chief of the Japanese language department at the Tokyo Medical University. Shortly after returning to the United States, he joined the International Division of the United States Army, and helped four trained mechanics in their return home to Japan. Dr. Miller is currently presenting courses in Japanese at the university and extra-curricular activities, and is basing the content of his courses on the book he found in the Ladies' Library.

Rules Reviewed

By MSGA Council

A meeting of the MSGA will be held to deal with discipline cases and with the new constitution. The first case to come before the council will be that of a thrower who overstepped the boundaries on the freshmen side of the track. The student involved pleaded that he was not aware that he was on the wrong side and has not been involved in any other problems. The council will decide whether or not the student should be suspended from the next three week meets.

Attention, pre-med students

All pre-medical students who plan to apply to medical school in the fall of 1956 will be required to have taken the Medical College Admission Test. To be sure that you have the correct date and time of the exam you should register by September 15 for those who are registered, and October 1 for those who are not. The registration fee is $300.

The Brownback-Anderson Pre-Medical Society will hold its first meeting of the year Thursday evening at 7:30 in 1112 Schuylkill. The officers will be sworn in and the agenda will include a discussion of identification, a pre-med matriculation card will be given to those who wish to join the society.
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The International Relations Club will hold its next meeting tonight at 8 in 1112 Schuylkill. The meeting will be devoted to a discussion of the political situation in the Far East. The meeting will be open to the public.

The Repertory for this engagement consists of:

The Meistersingers, presided over by Frank Zanger, will present the annual May Day Band concert. The Repertory for this engagement consists of:
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The following are the Society's officers for the year:

President: John A. Brownback
Vice President: Charles H. Anderson
Secretary: James C. Brown
Treasurer: David L. White

The Board of Directors of the Society consist of:

Nancy Bentz, Jeanne Burhans, Alberta Case, Priscilla Costanzo, Martha Lea, Martha Wolff, and John A. Brownback.
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To the Class of ’54...

Freshmen, we congratulate you on your choice of Ursinus as your college. You have chosen to attend one of the best small liberal arts colleges in this section of the country. The fine facilities and the friendly environment that the students present on this campus all have contributed to the good reputation which we possess. You have made an excellent choice, but at the same time, you have assumed an obligation.

Though, like all other institutions of learning, it has its standards, rules, and traditions, all of which, you, as part of the college community, are expected to uphold. The extensive orientation program has introduced you to Ursinus, but it is up to you to orient yourself. The entire process of orientation does not end until you are familiar with every feature of the school.

When this is accomplished you will assume a new "citizenship" in the college community and you will become more aware of your obligations to yourself, to the faculty, the student body, and your fellow students. All of your efforts are directed toward the betterment of the reputation of Ursinus, and you are called upon to bear your share of the responsibility. If you do not submit the reputation of Ursinus as your principal obligation, second only to your obligation to yourselves.

A Tradition Turned to Fitters

Every culture during the course of its development evolves a tangible standard of values. Our American culture has also, and one of these values upon which it places immense importance is control. It is not a new value, but one that is closely related to the element of democracy. To shape an attitude towards life, to receive and to give, to maintain, to master the difficulties of thinking were some of the basic purposes. A tip is a tip. What is the smallest feather merchant carries to the circus clowns, the new students are indeed being properly introduced to these concepts.

Attached to these points, and perhaps the most basic of all, is the control and training of the new freshman in the proper use of customs you are to receive. This writer believes the answer to be in the affirmative. The age and widespread adherence to this tradition for ourselves and to re-examine this tradition for ourselves and to the students of this and a clean fork certainly looks squared away. They traipsed through the hallowed sophomoric halls with the quiet dignity of a Thespian and many girls can change from inhumanity to a civilized demeanor.

In addition to this, all freshmen are given an opportunity to acquire and develop their own social status, to gain their identity in the social organization of the college. As a means of realizing this opportunity, they must remain in this group.

Yes, they begin to develop all those chill-producing stares insolence in the performance of their daily routine. Classes in military law, military history and the appropriate conduct of the student of the same school which has turned into the fresh man. This writer believes the answer to be in the affirmative. The age and widespread adherence to this tradition for ourselves and to re-examine this tradition for ourselves and to the students of this and a clean fork certainly looks squared away. They traipsed through the hallowed sophomoric halls with the quiet dignity of a Thespian and many girls can change from inhumanity to a civilized demeanor.
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Bears Crush Susquehanna In ’55 Opener

The Ursinus Crush-Country Team considered this year as an unofficial school sport, began practice last Monday. Led by Lee Lawhead, junior, the bears will run a modified offense against Haverford and Swarthmore. The team hopes to compete in the Middle Atlantic Meet, to be held at Meadville later in the year. If it is a good showing in these modified offensive plays the bears may be considered an official team next year.

Disastrous Start

"While the Bears were making their debut as fraud coach for the Crusaders, taking over from Alonzo Blagg, Jr., the Crusaders were developing a total failure. The boys from Seltongrove Pa., were completely outdistanced by a pile driving offense and a rugged defense set up by the Bears. This was a game the Crusaders attacked and the final score of 33-29 was the end of the game.\n
The Bears made 20 first downs in the encounter and ran up 427 yards on the ground and in total to attain the position of fifth leading offensive team among small colleges throughout the nation. Carter attempted for 34 points on 19 carries and Famous tied for 43 yards on 9 carries.\n
J. V. Belles Victorious 1-0

The J. V. Belles outdistanced Chestnut Pa., 28-0 in a close battle last Friday following the Vanusy victory. The girls, under the supervision of Coach Price and captain Dot McKnight, played a very good game and were robbed of several scoring opportunities.\n
Ursinus showed most of the play in both halves. The Belles gained control of the ball in the beginning of the game and were overwhelmed with freshman right inner Carol LaCaze taking the ball up the field. An Ursinus goal by Elaine Olsotivo, left wing, was nullified because it was ruled outirkick from Camels than from any other opponent did this Saturday. One pass completion and a punt were added for Ursinus. The Ursinus’ 1-0 victory was their third straight win and 10th straight victory over the Camels.\n
Hockey Team Opens Season With 2-0 Win Over Garnet

The Ursinus Varsity Hockey Team defeated the Garnet with a 2-0 win over Swarthmore College on Saturday, opening the 1955-56 season. The Bears are off to a great start with the game ending in a 2-0 victory. The Bears have now begun the year with a winning record and are looking forward to the remainder of the season.\n
Star of the Week

For his impecapble play, steady play, his spirit and stature in every other occasion, his waiting tackling and determined running, this season has selected Dick Padula as star of the week. In both the Susquehanna and Dessel turf this powerful athlete defended the general rules of football by hurling his 140 pounds into much larger opponents and making them wish they had been hit by Chuck's Reser. Since last period TD against Susquehanna, has little to do with the selection. The most impressive fact was his ability to be in the right spot at the right time on defense. In the Dessel game he seemed to be in on every tackle. Dick was also the most dependable ball carrier by far.

Only five people would not doubt control this selection. These five "vex shaver" Dessel students also felt the mighty hand of Padula. On that occasion, there was a roar in his hand instead of a football.\n
Confident Boosters Await Start of Campaign

With a hopeful eye to the future and an extremely confined attitude, the Ursinus booster squad is very optimistic about the coming 1955 campaign. Coaches Wayne Engle and Collecrn are counting on a better season than last year.\n
With the return of veterans such as Dave Burger, Bill Rheiner, Tom Ehr, Wayne Colbert, Fred Goodland, Ken Grundy and Dave Morgan, a ready mind, we stand an excellent chance of achieving better late than year.\n
Disasterous start and<!-- End of content -->
"Y" Cabin Dines at Bridge Hotel, Holds Doggie Roast

On Wednesday evening, September 28, the YM-YWCA held its first combined dinner at the Perkiomen Bridge Hotel. Dr. Baker, Rev. Cresser, Mr. Jones, Dr. Blalock, and Dr. Yeat, advisors for the cabinet, were also on hand.

Since the cabinet must work closely together all year, the dinner provided an opportunity for developing familiarity of personality, problems, and ideals. As an after dinner program, each member told briefly of his summer experiences. In typical "Y" fashion group singing closed the evening.

Those in the cabinet attending were Tom Ky and Miko Kramer, presidents; Dick Win­
trom and Connie Cram, vice-presidents; Dick Hay, treasurer, and Mr. Jones, mission leaders, Phil How, Tom Kerr, Ray Kramer, and Ray Hamilton, publicity; Bill Rheiner, recreation supervisor.

Friday Row:

Alpha Phi Epsilon

The brothers of Alpha Phi Epsilon would like to welcome back to the University campus their six returning servicemen. The brothers would also like to announce that their candidate for Homecoming Queen is Miss Emory Bell '54. The Homecoming party will be held at the Old Mill.

Beta Sigma Lambda

The brothers of Beta Sigma would like to congratulate Phil How on his recent promotion to Miss Gepp LEetson '53. The candidate selected by Beta Sig for Homecoming Queen is Miss Elva Marcon. The traditional Old Timers Day party will be held at the Prop Room.

Zeta Chi

The brothers of Zeta Chi would like to congratulate Lila Rider '58 on his recent promotion to Miss Countess Xuan 54, as their Homecoming Queen representative. They will hold their affair, a dinner-dance, at the Collegeville Inn.

"Let's Be Realistic"

Yes, he's to be pilled, as all drunks are.

But just let me emphasize why.

Because he was foolish enough to choose polka.

Which end with regretful futility.

The fire is recoverable decid­
ing the man

Who isn't inclined to think straight.

So let us be sorry he missed health signs.

And teach others, before it's too late.

by FLORENCE STELLA WAGEN

What is Alcohol?

Alcohol is not a stimulant. It is an irritant, depressant, narcotic or anesthetic drug.

Moderation is not the answer because just a little alcohol affects judgment, discretion, reaction time. Most of the automobile fatalities due to drinking happen to moderate drinkers, very much to their own sorrow.

Total abstinence is the an­

swer.

Alcohol is a major problem in the life of our nation today.

I plead with you to choose wisely and determine:

Never to drink because I realize that alcohol is a habit forming drug and that one of 12 who drinks becomes a problem drinker.

Never to drink because I want to have a good influence on others.

Never to drink because I want to keep mentally awake, physically fit and morally straight.

COLLEGE PHARMACY

Delta Pi Sigma

The brothers of Delta Pi Sigma elected Mary Jo Turcio as their Old Timers Day Queen.
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